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Introduction

-

frame images, uncompressed video streams, and many more, as well as soundtracks, time-

code, closed captioning, metadata, and more. This wrapper function may be compared to 

-

related essences, and a clear mission to support professionally produced moving image 

industry has been slow, albeit steady.

-

at the Library of Congress.   The overall initiative is a collaborative effort with participation 

Current activities and planning

-

tation because several member agencies face a pressing need to reformat videotapes. These 

agencies have extensive holdings of obsolescent magnetic recordings and wish to transfer 

Front Porch Digital company.7  The Library of Congress has done the most work thus far, while 

starting to carry out projects of their own. 

5 For more information see, the background paper here:  
http://www.digitizationguidelines.gov/guidelines/FADGI-AV_AppSpecProj_Bkgd_101007.pdf 

6  he initiative's goal is to develop guidelines that are comparable from agency to agency, for the sake of uniformity 
and to make it easier for the vendors who provide equipment and services. The main emphasis is digitization, i.e., 

still images that result from the scanning of books, photographs, manuscripts, maps, two-dimensional art works, 
and other documents. The second is concerned with audio-visual materials, i.e., sound and video recordings and 

http://
www.digitizationguidelines.gov/. 

7 http://www.fpdigital.com/Solutions/Migrate/ 
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-

-

and timecode, is wrapped in MXF. Files in this format serve as archival masters for preser-

-

-

tions in use at Stanford and Rutgers universities, as well as at the BBC.8

provisional, i.e., as a practical thing to do now, while better ideas and technology mature. 

-

otapes, we also wish to develop an implementation of MXF that is extensible in at least three 

-

The native encodings
a few years, before format obsolescence reaches the point where transcoding is necessary. 

not be equally sustainable and these will require transcoding in the near term. We would like 

our MXF implementation to be capable of wrapping born digital encodings. For the sustainable 

noting that some agencies are required to retain even the less sustainable native encodings for 

many years; for example, copyright legal considerations may require that an item is kept “as 

be extended to embrace born digital essences.

soundtracks. Some members also see the archiving and preservation wrapper as a useful way 

to encapsulate items that are associated with the main content element. Examples of associ-

ated materials include such things as documents found in the original container along with the 

videotape, printed matter associated with a sound or moving image publication, transcriptions 

http://rucore.libraries.rutgers.edu/collab/ref/dos_avwg_video_obj_standard.pdf. 
Information about Stanford's reformatting is here: http://lib.stanford.edu/stanford-media-preservation-lab/moving-
image-digitization www.bbc.

f. 
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Association (AMWA)

-

-

tomers for whom tools are built, and their broad-based adoption of MXF makes the standard 

professional broadcasters and movie-makers. 

MXF is a broad-spectrum standard that features many options for packaging, metadata embed-

ding, and essence encoding. The successful implementation of an MXF approach for any given 

-

-

and promote adoption. Those two outcomes will in turn increase interoperability, the feasibility 

of content exchange, and long-term, preservation-oriented data management. 

For users of the MXF standard, formal constraint statements are called . 

application. The incubation of MXF 

 

-

we anticipate that the committee’s membership will include archivists from memory institu-

-

tives of the companies that manufacture the technology used by broadcasters and archives. 

We believe that this mix of participants will increase the likelihood that multiple vendors will 

interoperable content will be archived for the future.

operational patterns are permitted, 

the use of partitioning, and the handling of embedded metadata, the use of clip wrapping 

and/or frame wrapping

Sound — the permitted essence schemes and other elements

The handling of timecodes

of the source signal and how they are to be retained in the digital copy

items like still images, documents, and texts

hash data
content over time.

9  http://www.amwa.tv/
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sense of the structure and level of detail in this type of document.10

-

11

this transform is applied in an irreversible manner — resulting in lossy compression — or in a 

reversible manner — producing lossless compression. For our preservation-oriented applica-

-

ible wavelet transform, i.e., lossless compression. We plan to reference this standard in our 

have encountered one technical matter that is not fully resolved by the various existing docu-

a high level, there is the question of whether the image stream consists of a series of  or 

frames
or when to employ what the MXF standard calls frame-wrapping as compared to clip-wrapping. 

-

not play back on system B. 

-

12  

Material Exchange Format - Mapping JPEG 2000 Codestreams into the MXF Generic 
Container.13

Since digital cinema consists of progressively scanned images, ST 0422 does not include recom-

mendations for the handling of interlaced picture data. For the time being, we plan to include 

as we track the revision of SMPTE ST 0422. 

10  f 
11 http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue.htm. 
12  Personal communication.
13  http://store.smpte.org/product-p/st%200422-2006.htm 
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Ancillary data

other ancillary data and, by extension, motion picture subtitles and other forms of adjunct 

content. On the video side, there are number of engineering nuances but roughly speaking this 

-

Why worry about retaining this embedded data?  We believe that it includes information that is 

cases, the embedded data may be construed to be an essential part of the original item that 

-

who seek to discover relevant materials. The embedded data is also likely to contain technical 

information that will support the management of the item and may also shed light on produc-

tion-method or provenance topics of interest to researchers. 

current practices and trades on the use of what are called ANC 
packets in SMPTE standards.14  The second option pertains to an emerging practice that should 

accommodate both US and European formats. This option would employ the structures being 

2010 and 2011.

Metadata 

Our federal agencies discussions thus far have highlighted a dual approach to the embed-

element would be basic, consisting of metadata needed to identify and manage the content 

object as an object, e.g., in a preservation storage system. 

On the other hand, to support more complete representations of descriptive, administrative, 

eneric stream 
partitions Material 
Exchange Format - Generic Stream Partition. These partitions were established for a variety of 

14
line 21 (CC and XDS) data shall be carried in a SMPTE ST 334-1:2007-and-ST 334-2:2007-compliant ANC 
packet within a SMPTE ST 436:2006-compliant VBI/ANC GC Element, using 8 bit encoding. If present, CEA 708B 
DTV captioning data shall be carried in a SMPTE 334-1:2007-and-ST 334-2:2007-compliant ANC packet within 

15  The introductory standard is SMPTE 2052-0:2010: http://www.smpte.org/standards/st2052-0-2010.pdf 
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applications, one of which was to contain various classes of data streams, such as extensive 

Text-Based Metadata Carriage in MXF

17

AES standard for audio metadata - Audio object structures for preserva-
tion and restoration Administrative metadata for 
audio objects - Process history schema
characteristics — not unlike the instantiation elements in PBCore18 — while the latter offers 

digital provenance
the federal agencies effort, there is a subgroup devoted to technical metadata and their work 

is still under development.

 

regarding descriptive metadata. The group includes representatives from both archive and li-

all types of materials, libraries favor bibliographic data while archives prefer 

end, we are likely to have more to say about where a chunk of agency-produced descriptive 

metadata might be embedded than about what it should look like. 

We also do not anticipate offering recommendations regarding structural metadata, beyond 

the structural option inherent in MXF itself. Different agencies and even units within agencies 

take a variety of approaches to content packaging — the binding or bundling of multiple related 

-

chiving and preservation include a way to wrap collections, i.e., sets of items.

Conclusion

-

ess, with comparatively little experience. We believe that there is value in drafting a thorough 

to other archives. 

This thought has led us to explore some form of provisional advisory: “What shall we do in 

of reformatting, are drawn to the practices at Stanford and Rutgers — mentioned earlier in 

-

visional plans to hold some newly arrived materials in their native video encodings, reckoning 

solutions like these and hopes to assemble an advisory in the foreseeable future.

16  http://store.smpte.org/product-p/st% 200410-2008.htm 
17  http://store.smpte.org/product-p/rp%202057-2011.htm 
18  http://pbcore.org/v2/elements/pbcoredescriptiondocument/pbcoreinstantiation 


